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Introduction: Point of care ultrasound (POCUS) has become more common for rapid evaluation. Applications are limited by lack of
training of users, difficulty maintaining ultrasound competencies, access to equipment for optimal imaging, and limitations in quality
control. Such barriers exist in low-resource, underserved health care settings.
Objective: The aim was to explore the use of POCUS in under-resourced health care settings, such as rural and remote locations in
Australia and other countries. Key variables include health outcomes, quality of care, service availability, examinations types
performed, equipment used, who performs the examinations, and the ultrasound training received.
Methods: Literature was identified via CINAHL, Cochrane, Embase, Medline, PubMed, SCOPUS, and Web of Science, plus grey
literature. Recommended guidelines were followed, and only research-based articles were included, with searches limited to English
language and 2010–present.
Results: After screening, 23 articles were reviewed. No studies had low risk of bias and, overall, the quality was poor and only two
studies used random sampling. The majority were from developing countries, with only one performed in Australia.
Echocardiographic screening in schools was common. Others included emergency department (ED) patients, abdominal aorta
screening, obstetric scans, and intensive care unit (ICU) management. Operators included ED doctors, medical students, nurses,
community healthcare workers and general practitioners, who received limited training in protocol-driven scanning, often monitored
by experts. In comparison to clinical assessment, standard ultrasound or other imaging, accuracy was of the order of 70–95%,
depending on the condition, with high efficacy in improving patient care.
Conclusion: Lack of studies of POCUS in Australia and other developed countries suggests a need for further research. Current
evidence supports use of limited ultrasound using portable machines in locations with limited access to diagnostic ultrasound
performed by sonographers, which has the potential to improve health outcomes in under-resourced communities in Australia and
elsewhere.
Keywords: point-of-care, POCUS, sonography, mobile, handheld, rural health

Introduction and Background
Ultrasound is a valuable imaging modality that has been used increasingly for a variety of diagnostic procedures in
medicine since becoming more common place in the 1960s.1 While most commonly used for obstetric scans in the early
days, its uses now extend beyond obstetrics into many facets of medicine. Through recent technological improvements,
ultrasound machines have also become more portable, user friendly and affordable, including hand-held devices.2

Ultrasound examinations are usually performed by sonographers, health professionals with extensive training, or by
radiologists and other specialist medical practitioners, somewhat limiting access and availability of the modality. As the
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technology has changed, however, access to ultrasound has broadened to include other practitioners with appropriate
training and equipment.3,4 The advances have allowed ultrasound machines to be used by a range of health professionals
at a patient’s bedside for a variety of examination types, increasing the diagnostic utility of ultrasound at the point-of-
care.

As a consequence of the technological evolution, point of care ultrasound (POCUS) has become increasingly
common, particularly in emergency medicine and in locations remote from mainstream, usual care.4 Scanning protocols
suited to such applications and relevant training programs have been developed. Many undergraduate and postgraduate
medical education programs now integrate some basic ultrasound training into the curriculum.5 Nevertheless, the
application of POCUS is limited by several factors, including: lack of training of users in the scans they need to
perform; shortage of time for practitioners to maintain their US competencies; access to the equipment, particularly the
standard of ultrasound machines necessary for acquiring best possible images;6 and limited availability of maintenance,
repair and quality control of the ultrasound devices and images. Barriers such as these are prevalent in low-resource or
underserved health care settings, such as in rural and remote locations.7

The World Health Organisation (WHO) defines underserved areas as ‘geographical areas where populations have
limited access to qualified health-care providers and quality health-care services’.8 Under that definition, the WHO
includes

remote and rural areas, small or remote islands, urban slums, conflict and post-conflict zones, refugee camps, minority and
indigenous communities, and any place that has been severely affected by a major natural or man-made disaster8.

As of 2020, approximately 44% of the world fits this description, making this a relevant issue across the world,9

including within developed countries. Much of rural and remote Australia, for example, fits the definition of being
underserved, particularly by virtue of limited staffing, especially specialist medical and allied health service providers,
lack of available facilities, equipment and health care resources, and relatively poor patient outcomes compared with
urban populations.10,11

As in other countries, in Australia, rural or remote areas are classified as according to the government’s classification
systems,12 which are used this to prioritise and incentivise staffing, including allocation of funding for education and
training.13 Such incentives, however, do not generally extend to support for medical imaging practitioners.14 This can
lead to limitations on the range of services and resources available for the variety of patient presentations that a rural
health service faces. One measure to address these limitations involves the local health professionals, other than medical
imaging practitioners, acquiring a broader skillset and extending their role beyond traditional professional boundaries.
This usually requires a time and monetary commitment to undertake further training, on top of the cost of acquiring the
necessary medical imaging equipment. There is a risk that, in order to bridge the affordability-gap, concessions may be
made in training, as well as in equipment type, capability and quality, potentially leading to sub-optimal patient
outcomes.

Previous Reviews
There have been other literature reviews performed evaluating various specific aspects of ultrasound use in resource-
limited settings. Obstetric examinations were the focus of some recent reviews, which concluded that ultrasound has the
potential to improve aspects of foetal, perinatal and maternal health.15,16 While the potential was recognised, appropriate
support and monitoring were recommended to ensure positive outcomes. In both reviews, limited training of providers
and inappropriate use of ultrasound were raised as significant concerns related to the use of ultrasound to determine foetal
sex, inadequate image quality and consequent misdiagnosis. Those concerns are increased with the growing availability
of low-cost portable ultrasound devices, particular when used by practitioners with limited knowledge and experience.

Two other reviews focused on the potential impact on ultrasound use of tele-communication technology.17,18 While
the studies included were potentially biased due to self-reporting, both studies concluded that tele-ultrasound has
a potential future role in imaging. Neither of those reviews had a specific focus on resource-limited settings, though
both acknowledged the potential benefits in remote locations as transmission and reception limitations are overcome and
the image quality of portable ultrasound devices improves. A further review explored the impact of tele-ultrasound in
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rural settings,19 though not specifically POCUS. Again, the quality of the evidence was lacking but the authors concluded
that the image quality was satisfactory for diagnosis and patient management.

In further reviews, the search and exclusion criteria used led to a very specific field of interest and limited retrieval of
relevant literature. Telford et al20 explored articles comparing standard echocardiography machines with handheld equip-
ment, finding high levels of accuracy for handheld ultrasound in detecting definite rheumatic heart disease, though poor
accuracy for detection of borderline disease. That review included metropolitan and rural areas, with more focus on proof of
concept for handheld devices, rather than the potential benefit of portable devices in low-resource settings. Similarly,
Marangou et al21 explored the use of echocardiography in Indigenous and underprivileged populations, highlighting the
need for more accessible ultrasound technology for screening and diagnosis of disease in those populations. Both reviews
focused on particular conditions and examination types, rather than the variety of uses of ultrasound.

Becker et al22 performed a systematic review in 2016 with a focus on portable ultrasound in low-and middle-income
countries, as defined by the WHO, which included Argentina, Bangladesh, Nepal, South Africa, and Thailand. They
found that ultrasound is used for a variety of patient presentations and conditions in low-resource areas, including
screening for heart disease, various emergency and trauma presentations, and both within and outside the hospital setting.
That review also reflected on the types of ultrasound machines being used. It was concluded that further higher quality
research is needed to better inform the general use recommendations, as well as the scope and impact of handheld,
portable ultrasound devices. That study, as well as others that delved into ultrasound use in underserved areas,23,24

provides relevant background relating to the use of ultrasound in resource-limited settings. However, those studies do not
necessarily translate into the Australian rural and remote health care environment, which is the context of interest to the
authors of this systematic review.

Aim of This Review
Building on the previous research above, this systematic review aims to explore the use of POCUS in relatively under-
resourced health care settings, with particular reference to rural and remote contexts in developed countries, such as
Australia. A range of study types will be included in the review, so comparison may be made with mainstream,
conventional ultrasound service provision, including in metropolitan locations, or pre-existing services, which may
include having no prior ultrasound services available. Principal outcome variables may include health outcomes, quality
of care, and service access and availability, provided relevant data is reported. Other descriptive variables that will be
collated include: the types of ultrasound examinations performed; the types of equipment used; who was performing the
examinations; and, if not performed by a sonographer with formal tertiary education, the type of training received for
their ultrasound imaging role.

Methods
This systematic review was registered with PROSPERO Centre for Systematic Reviews and Dissemination (ID: 273142;
09/09/21). The method used was based on the Cochrane Guidelines for Systematic Reviews25 and reporting is in
accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA; 2020
Statement).26 Following development of the above study aim in PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison and
Outcomes)27 format and identification of relevant search terms, a consultation was held with a University Research
Liaison Librarian to design a search strategy. Key search terms, with relevant truncations were linked using Boolean
operators, as below:

(Ultraso*.mp. OR (exp ultrasound/) OR sonogr*.mp.) AND (rural.mp. OR resource.mp.) AND (access*.mp. OR
avail*.mp.) AND (portable mp OR handheld.mp. OR pocket.mp. OR mobile.mp. OR (point-of-care.mp. OR (“point of
care ultrasound”/)))

In order to minimise the risk of publication bias and the capture as many relevant studies as possible, searches were
performed on seven electronic databases (CINAHL, Cochrane, Embase, Medline, PubMed, SCOPUS, and Web of
Science). These were accessed via the University of Newcastle’s library between December 2020 and October 2021
by first author (LS), the last search having been performed on 16th of October 2021.
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Variations of words or database syntax were occasionally required for an individual database, but the results reflected the
search as intended. To address the use of “‘rural’ OR ‘resource’”, the authors discussed various terms and decided on these
key words to best represent resource-limited environments. While this expanded search results to a variety of articles
mentioning resources, it was deemed appropriate to ensure no articles were missed that addressed resource limitations in
different words. As mentioned in the introduction, advances of ultrasound technology have provided more mobile,
accessible, and affordable ultrasound units, particularly in the last decade or so. Becker et al found that most relevant
articles for their review were published after 2010,22 so that time period was the focus of this review. An example of the
search strategy is shown in Table 1, including the number of records identified with each search string. Data base search
results were supplemented by a hand-searching references lists of peer-reviewed journal articles, especially other relevant
reviews of literature. Grey literature was sourced and subject to the same limitations as database searching.

Records from all databases, including electronic copies of abstract and full-text articles, were compiled using
Endnote 20 software (Clarivate, Philadelphia: https://endnote.com/contact/) and then exported to Covidence (Veritas
Health Innovation, Melbourne: https://www.covidence.org/). After removal of duplicates, title and abstract screening was
carried out by both authors (LS and TS), with conflicts resolved by consensus. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were as
shown in Table 2. Types of articles excluded were non-research-based reviews, case reports, editorials and discussion
papers. Remaining eligible records then underwent full-text screening in Covidence, again by both authors and with
conflict resolution, as necessary. Subsequently, all retained articles were subject to quality assessment using standardised
risk of bias criteria based on the Cochrane RoB2 tool.28 Data extraction and synthesis used a template constructed in
Covidence to record first author, year of publication, country of study, study type, study aims, population description,
sample size study methods, type of ultrasound equipment used, provider training, and the results of the study.

Results
Figure 1 shows the PRISMA flowchart of the articles screened, with the initial searches of the various databases yielding
806 articles. After screening was completed, 23 articles remained eligible and were included for quality assessment and

Table 1 Embase via Ovid Search (Last Performed October 2021)

Search Keywords Records

S1 Exp ultrasound/ 200,456
S2 Ultraso*.mp. 678,821

S3 S1 or S2 678,821

S4 Sonogr*.mp. 84,038
S5 S3 or S4 716,489

S6 Rural.mp. 212,517

S7 Resource.mp. 247,299
S8 S6 or S7 451,759

S9 S5 and S8 4505
S10 Access*.mp. 798,212

S11 Avail*.mp. 1,792,438

S12 S10 or S11 2,476,007
S13 S9 and S12 1275

S14 Portablemp. 43,939

S15 Handheld.mp. 9518
S16 Pocket.mp. 60,874

S17 Mobile.mp. 159,607

S18 Point-of-care.mp. or “point of care ultrasound”/ 39,146
S19 S14 or S15 or S16 or S17 or S18 304,283

S20 S13 and S19 270

S21 Limit S20 to (human and English language and yr=“2010 -Current”) 247

Note: *Truncation symbol for this search and will search all words with the preceding letters .mp. indicates a multi-purpose search
across all fields.
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data extraction. The results of quality assessment are shown in Table 3. None of the studies had a low risk of bias in all
seven assessment criteria of the RoB2 tool and, overall, the quality of studies was poor, with a high risk of bias being
common. One study, by Ketelaars et al,29 was considered to have a high risk of bias in all categories. For two other
studies, no criteria were considered to meet the expectations for low risk, although there was uncertainty for some
criteria. Seven of the studies appeared to have low risk of bias in a majority of the criteria but none had low risk in all
categories.

The results of the data extraction are shown in Table 4, with details expanded upon below. Given the focus on
resource-limited regions, the majority of the studies were performed in developing countries. Only one study had been
performed in Australia. Most were cross-sectional and descriptive cohort studies, of which four were retrospective and
the rest prospective. There was one prospective comparative study, by Ploutz et al,30 but only two studies employed some
form of random sampling, while only one, by Pontet et al,31 had a control group comparator. In total, there were 18,893
patients or study subjects, taking into account that Nixon et al reported two studies with different outcomes measures on
the same study cohort.7,32 In total, about 4000 of the study subjects (21%) were school children, most being in screening
studies for cardiac abnormalities.

Setting and Context
As mentioned above, most studies were performed in developing countries that face challenges related to limited
healthcare resource access and availability, including limited access to medical imaging services. As shown in
Table 4, eight of those studies were performed in Africa, six in Uganda alone, while others were based in Nepal,
India, The Philippines and South America. Another eight studies were performed in rural and remote regions of countries
with a westernised health care system, in Canada, Europe, Australia and New Zealand.

Although cardiac screening in schools was reported in several studies, most studies took place in hospitals, usually in
the emergency department (ED), or in other health care settings, such as General Practice (GP) clinics. One study looked
at the use of POCUS in a helicopter retrieval service, finding that its use changed treatment plans in 21% of patients.29

The ED studies commonly investigated the diagnostic accuracy of the ultrasound examinations compared with other
diagnostic tests, as well as effects on patient management and disposition for definitive care. The one prospective
randomised control trial investigated the use of ultrasound in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of two major referral
hospitals and found lower overall utilisation of resources for the POCUS cohort compared to the control group.31 In that
study, while mortality rates were the same in both cohorts, there was a decreased ICU length of stay in the POCUS
group.

In 52% (12/23) of the studies, ultrasound equipment was provided specifically for the purpose of the study, reflecting
a lack of access under normal circumstances. This is assumed to have been the case for the screening studies, particularly

Table 2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria Used in This Systematic Review

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

• Point-of-care ultrasound used
• Mobile ultrasound device used
• Rural location
• Low-resource setting
• Study type
- randomised control trial

- cohort study
- case controlled

- cross-sectional

• Pre-2010
• non-English language
• non-human
• No outcome measures
• Not rural
• Not portable US
• Niche or irrelevant to Australian experience
• Study type
- case studies

- not peer reviewed
- report, opinion piece or editorial

- surveys

- reviews
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Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram showing the process used and records included and excluded at the various stages of this systematic review.
Notes: Adapted from Page MJ, McKenzie JE, Bossuyt PM et al. The PRISMA 2020 statement: an updated guideline for reporting systematic reviews. BMJ. 2021;372: n71.
Creative Commons license and disclaimer available from: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode26.
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Table 3 Risk of Bias Quality Assessment of Studies Included in This View, According to the Cochrane RoB2 Criteria.28

Study
Author and
Year

Assessment Criteria

Sequence
Generation

Allocation
Concealment

Blinding of
Participants and

Personnel

Blinding of
Outcome
Assessment

Incomplete
Outcome
Data

Selective
Reporting

Other
Sources of

Bias

Amatya et al.

201843
High High Unsure Low Unsure Unsure High

Baker et al.

202146
High High High High Low High High

Beaton et al.

201434
High Low Low Low Low Low High

Beaton et al.

201535
Low Low High Low Low Low High

Bhavnani

et al. 201840
Low Low High Low Low Low High

Blois 201233 High High High High Low Low High

Chavez et al.
201541

High High Low Low Low Low High

Dalmacion
et al. 201842

Low High High High Low High Low

Godown

et al. 201536
Low Low High Low Low High High

Ketelaars

et al. 201329
High High High High High High High

Kissoon

et al. 202044
High High High High Low Low High

Lu et al.

201537
Low High High Low Low Low High

Nixon et al.

20187
High High High High Unsure Unsure High

Nixon et al.

201832
High High High Low High Unsure High

Ploutz et al.

201630
High Low High Low Low Low High

Pontet et al.

201931
Low Low Unsure High Low Low High

Prager et al.

201847
High High High High Unsure Unsure High

Reynolds

et al. 201845
High High High High Low Low High

Roberts

et al. 201438
High High High Low Low Low High

(Continued)
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for those performed in schools. In six studies, previous ownership of equipment was either stated or implied, although in
other studies no mention was made of how the ultrasound equipment was acquired.

Examination Types
There was a broad range of ultrasound examination types performed across the different studies. Most studies used
POCUS for ED patients (10/23) or for echocardiography (8/23), while other examinations types included lung ultrasound
(2/23), abdominal aorta screening (1/23), obstetric scans (1/23), and ICU diagnosis and management (1/23). Many of the
studies involved multiple examination types, with a summary shown in the bar chart in Figure 2, cardiac scanning being
the most common, documented in 15 different studies.

Diagnostic accuracy and utility were generally high. All screening studies were able to successfully confirm or
exclude the conditions of interest compared to a gold standard. For example, Blois performed aortic screening at a GP
clinic, comparing the findings with those for an examination performed by a trained sonographer and found 100%
sensitivity and specificity.33 Other screening studies were echocardiographs that compared findings for different patient
presentations, scanning protocols, operators, or equipment and comparisons.30,34–40 Patients who screen positively for the
abnormality in question underwent appropriate diagnostic follow-up and treatment.

Practitioners and Training
There was a broad range of POCUS imaging providers, with various prior qualifications and experience, including 10
studies involving ED doctors with varying levels of experience. Other studies included medical students, nursing staff,
community healthcare workers and general practitioners (GPs). The screening studies were performed or closely
monitored by experts, who were sonographers, specialist echocardiographers, paediatric cardiologists, cardiology
specialist trainees or experienced ICU specialists.

Training of ultrasound providers for specifically for POCUS was described in four of the articles, which included:
nurses with limited ultrasound experience trained in a echocardiography protocol;30 GPs undertaking standardised
training course for detection of pneumonia;41 community health care workers receiving device-specific training in
obstetric scanning;42 and, local physicians training in the use of a pocket ultrasound device for echocardiography
using a previously published protocol.40 Training courses used either classroom or computer-based learning modules,
taught by specialists, with a practical component completed under supervision. Studies reported high rates of success. For
example, the study by Dalmacion et al42 compared the finding of obstetric scans performed by community health workers
using handheld portable ultrasound equipment with examinations performed by experts, finding 99% agreement.

Table 3 (Continued).

Study
Author and
Year

Assessment Criteria

Sequence
Generation

Allocation
Concealment

Blinding of
Participants and

Personnel

Blinding of
Outcome
Assessment

Incomplete
Outcome
Data

Selective
Reporting

Other
Sources of

Bias

Singh et al.

201339
High High High Low Unsure Unsure High

Smith et al.

20106
High High High High Low Low High

Umuhire

et al. 201948
High High High High Low Low High

Zanatta et al.

201549
High High High High Unsure Unsure Unsure
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Table 4 Summary of the Characteristics of the Studies Included in This Systematic Review Following Data Extraction

Author (s);
Journal; Year;
Country

Study Types and
Relevant Aims

Population; Sample Method; Equipment;
Provider Training

Results

Amatya et al;

Int J Emerg Med;
2018; Nepal43

Prospective cross-sectional

study:
● Evaluate POCUS

sensitivity for dx of

pneumonia compared with
CXR;

● Assess reliability of

clinicians’ image
interpretation.

● Patients suspected of

pneumonia attending ED at
Patan Hospital;

● Convenience sample of 62

pts, 44 diagnosed with
pneumonia on CT.

● Patients evaluated with

bedside lung US, chest X-ray,
with CT as the gold standard;

● Sonosite M Turbo US

machine;
● Emergency physician

trained in US

● Lung US = 91% sensitivity

and 61% specificity;
● CXR = 73% sensitivity and

51% specificity (p=0.01);

● Inter-rater reliability
between expert reviewer

and sonographer was 0.79.

Baker et al;
Tropical Doctor;
2021; Uganda46

Cross-sectional study:
● Assess POCUS

effectiveness at mobile

outreach clinics by:
◦ evaluating type of
examinations performed;
◦ how often findings altered

pre-test Dx & Tx plan.

● Patients presenting to
mobile health clinics in

Masindi region of Western

Uganda;
● Convenience sample of

144 pts, with 177 scans
performed.

● Scans deemed necessary
and questionnaire completed

by attending physician;

● Philips Lumify US probe
attached to Samsung Galaxy

tablets;
● Clinics staffed by American

board-certified physicians +

2nd and 3rd year residents.
Two had completed

emergency US fellowships.

● Most frequent scans were:
cardiac, obstetric,

abdominal, MSK/ST, biliary,

urinary tract, pleural,
testicular, aorta, thyroid,

eFast, FASH;
● In 73%, diagnosis either

confirmed (50%) or changed

(23%);
● In 53%, US findings

changed Tx plan.

Beaton et al; J of
the American
Society of
Echocardiography;
2014; Uganda34

Prospective observational

study:

● Determine sensitivity and
specificity of focused

echocardiography with

HAND US versus STAND
US units

● Run in Kampala, Uganda;

● 125 participants in the

comparison study:
◦ 60 part of a rheumatic
heart disease (RHD) follow-

up; and
◦ 65 asymptomatic children
for a screening study.

● Scanned by HAND &

STAND US machines with

WHF 2012 echocardiography
protocol. Images interpreted

separately and findings

compared;
● HAND performed with GE

Vscan versus STAND GE

Vivid-I;
● Paediatric cardiologist

performed all examinations.

● HAND = 90.2% sensitivity

and 92.9% specificity for

detecting RHD;
● HAND overestimated

mitral valve morphologic

abnormalities;
● False-negative results (n

= 4) due primarily to

underestimation of mitral
regurgitation length.

Beaton et al; Eur
Heart J Cardiovasc
Imaging; 2015;
Uganda35

Prospective Comparative

study:

● Evaluate performance of
HAND compared to

STAND for early diagnosis

of rheumatic heart disease
(RHD) in a field screening

study.

● Students from 5 schools in

Gulu, Uganda;

● 1420 children scanned,
either randomly selected

(10%) or previously

diagnosed with RHD.

● STAND, then HAND GE

Vivid Q/I & Philips CX-50;

● HAND performed with GE
Vscan;

● Performed by 5 paediatric

cardiologists, 4 paediatric
cardiology fellows and 3

senior echo technologists.

● HAND = 78.9% sensitivity

and 87.2% specificity for

RHD compared to STAND.
● 97.9% sensitive for definite

RHD;

● Inter- and intra-reviewer
agreement ranged between

66–83 and 71.4–94.1%,

respectively.

(Continued)
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Table 4 (Continued).

Author (s);
Journal; Year;
Country

Study Types and
Relevant Aims

Population; Sample Method; Equipment;
Provider Training

Results

Bhavani et al;
JACC Cardiovasc
Imaging; 2018;
India40

Randomised trial:
● Compare outcomes of

mHealth (smartphone-

connected devices and
pocket echocardiography)

versus standard

echocardiography for heart
disease.

● Heart disease clinics in
Bangalore; India

● All participants had known

structural heart disease
● 253 participants

randomised:

◦139 to mHealth;
◦114 to standard care.

● All patients had
comprehensive

echocardiographs;

● GE Vscan, GE Vivid-E9 &
Philips ie33 used

for m-Health;

● mHealth by local
physicians;

● Sonographers performed

standard echograms.

● mHealth group had:
● shorter referral time for

interventions;

● increased probability of
interventions;

● lower risk of

hospitalisation/death.
● Could be due to over-

diagnosis in initial scans.

Blois; Can Fam
Phys; 2012;
Canada33

Prospective cross-sectional

study:
● Evaluate safety and efficacy
of US screening for

abdominal aortic aneurysm
(AAA) by rural family

physician.

● Study performed in Grand

Forks and Revelstoke, British
Columbia, Canada.

● 45 participants screened

● Participants recruited if at
least 1 risk factor for AAA.

● Portable US aortic

screening with Sonosite
TITAN US machine;

● Follow-up by US expert

using hospital US equipment;
● Screening performed by

GP and follow-up by

Sonographers.

● Sensitivity & specificity of

GP scans = 100%;
● The mean absolute

difference between scan

diameter = 0.2cm;
● Correlation = 0.81 (high)

Chavez et al;

Lung; 2015; Nepal
& Peru41

Prospective cross-sectional

study:
● Assess agreement

between WHO pneumonia

algorithm and POCUS for
pneumonia;

● Determine feasibility of

POCUS by GPs in for
diagnosis of pneumonia.

● Performed in Sarlahi

District, Nepal & Lima, Peru;
● 378 patients;

◦127 controls;
◦82 without clinical
pneumonia;

◦169 with pneumonia.

● Chest US using

international protocols for
lung consolidation;

● SonoSite MicroMAxX &

M-Turbo US machines used;
● GPs performed scans after

US course developed and

delivered.

● WHO algorithm had

69.6% sensitivity and 59.6%
specificity;

● Positive & negative

likelihood ratios of 1.73 and
0.51 for pneumonia on

POCUS;

● Inter-observer agreement
for POCUS interpretation

between GPs was high.

Dalmacion et al;

BMC Pregnancy &
Childbirth; 2018;
Philippines42

Prospective Cross-Sectional

Study:

● Assess benefits of
pregnancy US for early

detection of maternal/

neonatal conditions;
● Estimate agreement

between trainees and

trainers, and hand versus
reference US scans;

● Estimate maternal and

neonatal deaths averted by
prenatal handheld US.

● Performed in Parañaque

City & Tagum city;

● 460 participants randomly
selected from a list of

pregnant women at 20–24

weeks.

● Obstetric scan assessed:

number of foetuses; foetal

viability; presentation;
placenta location; amniotic

fluid volume.

● Confirmation by trainers;
● Handheld US by GE Vscan

with GE Logic Prem as

reference;
● Community healthcare

workers undertook 3

training modules;
● Expert trainers and

sonologist.

● 146 (31.7%) showed

abnormalities;

● Approx. 95% agreement
between trainees and

trainers;

● 99% agreement between
Handheld and reference

scan;

● Handheld US could have
possibly averted 6.3%

maternal deaths and 14.6%

neonatal deaths.
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Table 4 (Continued).

Author (s);
Journal; Year;
Country

Study Types and
Relevant Aims

Population; Sample Method; Equipment;
Provider Training

Results

Godown et al;
Pediatrics; 2015;
Uganda36

Observational Cross-
sectional Study:

● Determine incremental

value of HAND over
auscultation to detect

rheumatic heart disease

(RHD).

● Performed in 5 different
schools in Gulu, Uganda;

● 1317 participants out of

4773 screened;
◦Children aged 5–17 years;
◦Any child with RHD
indications plus randomly
selected group of normal.

● Initial screened with
STAND;

● Subset scanned with

HAND & auscultation;
● Compared using STAND;

● HAND used GE Vscan;

● STAND used GE Vivid Q/I
& Philips CX-50;

● Performed by paediatric

cardiologists, senior
cardiology fellows or

sonographer.

● Sensitivity of HAND =
97.8% for definite RHD,

borderline or definite =

78.4% and pathologic aortic
insufficiency = 81.8%;

● Sensitivity of auscultation

was 22.2%, 16.4% and 13.6%
respectively.

Ketelaars et al;

J Emerg Med;
2013;
Netherlands29

Retrospective cross-

sectional study:

● Evaluate impact of US on
treatment plan in

a Helicopter Emergency

Medical Service (HEMS).

● Performed by Dutch HEMS

across 3895 miles 2 service

area in eastern Netherlands;
● 281 patients with US as

deemed necessary by HEMS

team.

● Scans of the chest and

abdomen following with

standardised method
including thorax, heart,

pericardium and aorta;

● Sonosite Micromaxx;
● Doctors trained in

emergency US

● 326 examinations

performed on 281 (11%)

patients;
● Treatment plan changed in

60 (21%) patients.

Kissoon et al;

PLoS ONE; 2013;
Guyana44

Cross-sectional

observational descriptive

analysis;
● Quantify use of US &

impact on care in local

emergency department
(ED).

● Performed in ED at

Georgetown Public Hospital;

● 173 patients with 426
individual scans performed;

◦ Patients deemed needing
US by attending physician.

● Data recorded on each US

exam, including further

treatment and disposition;
● POCUS equipment

unspecified;

● Scans performed by
Registrars, Residents &

General Medical Officers.

● 196 (46%) of studies

positive;

● US changed final patient
disposition for 276 (64.8%);

● US aided the decision to

admit (22.8%), discharge
(22.8%), specialist review

(14.3%) and surgery (23.4%).

Lu et al; J Amer
Soc of Echo; 2015;
Uganda37

Prospective cross-sectional

study:

● Determine best simplified
screening criteria for

rheumatic heart disease

(RHD) using HAND.

● Performed in 5 different

schools in Gulu, Uganda;

● 1439 participants for
HAND:

◦ 447 randomly assigned, 992
for indications;
◦ Children aged 5–17 years;
◦ Children with RHD
indications, plus randomly
selected group normal.

● Initial screening with

STAND using GE Vivid Q/I

or Philips CX-50;
● Subset underwent HAND

with GE Vscan;

● STAND & HAND
performed by paediatric

cardiologists, fellows, and

experienced sonographers.

● Combined criteria of

mitral regurgitation jet

length ≥ 15cm or any aortic
insufficiency sensitivity =

73.3% and specificity =

82.4%;
● Sensitivity for definite

RHD = 97.9%;

● With prevalence of 4%,
subsequent STAND of

positive HAND studies

would reduce STAND by
80%.
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Table 4 (Continued).

Author (s);
Journal; Year;
Country

Study Types and
Relevant Aims

Population; Sample Method; Equipment;
Provider Training

Results

Nixon et al;
J Prim Health
Care; 2018;
New Zealand7

Retrospective cross-
sectional study:

● Characterise POCUS use

in Rural Hospitals, with
focus on volume and range

of studies;

● Secondary aim of
providing perspective of

participating doctors.

● Performed at 6 rural
hospitals;

● 1014 patient results

included;
● Patients deemed needing

US by the attending

physician.

● Form retrospectively
completed with patient

details and findings;

● POCUS equipment
unspecified;

● All participating doctors

were senior rural generalists
with formal POCUS training.

● Most common scans:
cardiac (18%); IVC/JVP

(14%); gallbladder (13%);

renal (11%); FAST (7%);
bladder (6%); leg veins (6%);

and lungs (5%);

● Doctors considered
POCUS had a positive,

significant effect due to

diagnostic certainty;
● Challenges included: skills

maintenance; lack of system

for set-up; lack of quality
control.

Nixon et al; Aust
J Rural Health;
2018; New

Zealand32

Retrospective cross-
sectional study:

● Assess POCUS skills of

rural doctors in obtaining
and interpreting images;

● Secondary aim to assess

impact of POCUS on
diagnostic decision making

and patient management.

● Study performed in 6 rural
hospitals of NZ;

● 1014 patients, with 1248

examinations;
● Patients deemed needing

US by the attending

physician.

● Form retrospectively
completed with patient

details and findings;

● POCUS equipment
unspecified;

● All participating doctors

were senior rural generalists
with formal POCUS training.

● 90% of images correctly
interpreted compared to

formal imaging or final

diagnosis;
● 87% of scans contributed

to or changed the diagnosis;

● 4% reduction in patients
needing admission or

transfer larger hospital;

● 71% POCUS scans had
positive impact on patient

care;

● 3% scans had potential for
harm.

Ploutz et al;
Heart; 2016;
Uganda30

Prospective cross-sectional
comparative study:

● Evaluate performance of

simplified echo screening by
non-experts.

● Two public primary schools
in Gulu participated;

● 1002 primary students

screened, with 956 paired
exams in the final study.

● HAND using GE Vscan by
non-experts and STAND

with GE Vivid Q by experts;

● HAND studies performed
by 2 nurses with intensive

training;

● Cardiologists performed
STAND.

● 95.5% of children were
normal;

● 33% with borderline RHD

& 12% with definite RHD;
● Simplified approach had

sensitivity = 74.4% and

specificity = 78.8% for any
RHD;

● Sensitivity for definite

RHD = 90.9%.
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Table 4 (Continued).

Author (s);
Journal; Year;
Country

Study Types and
Relevant Aims

Population; Sample Method; Equipment;
Provider Training

Results

Pontet et al; US J;
2019; Uruguay31

Prospective randomised
control trial:

● Analyse diagnostic and

treatment implications of
POCUS-driven protocol in

first 5 days of Intensive Care

Unit (ICU) admission.

● Two major referral
hospitals in Montevideo;

● 80 participants,

randomised in two groups,
POCUS versus control;

● All patients were 18 years

or older and required
mechanical ventilation on

ICU admission.

● POCUS group underwent
standardised US-driven

protocol;

● Control group received
conventional management.

● GE Logiq-e US used;

● US-trained Intensivist
performed POCUS.

● POCUS group used fewer
resources in first 5 days in

ICU;

● POCUS gave better
characterisation of

admission diagnosis in 35%

and changed in management
in 60%;

● POCUS group had lower

fluid balance at 48 and 96
hours post-admission and

less ventilation (51±57 days

vs 88±94).

Prager et al;

Prehosp &
Disaster Med;
2018; Canada47

Retrospective cross-

sectional study:
● Characterise the use of

POCUS at a remote, multi-

day music festival;
● Secondary aim to consider

impact on patient care and

resource utilisation.

● Study performed in

Pemberton, British
Columbia;

● When available, POCUS

used on 28 patients from the
686 who presented.

● Patients evaluated by

physicians and POCUS
performed as necessary;

● Structured survey of

patient and scan details
completed;

● GE Vscan was used;

● Physicians self-reported US
training/experience - 9

novices, 6 intermediates, and

2 advanced.

● POCUS narrowed

diagnosis in 64% of cases,
altered diagnosis in 21%, and

changed management in

39%;
● Burden on resources

utilization reduced in 46% of

cases;
● Absolute risk reduction of

1.3% for hospital transferred

patients.

Reynolds et al;

PLoS ONE; 2018;
Tanzania45

Prospective cross-sectional

study:
● Characterise utilisation

and impact of POCUS on

ED clinical decision-making.

● Performed at Muhimbili

National Hospital;
● POCUS performed on 784

pts, with 986 studies

completed;
● Any ED patient requiring

US was included, when

available, if research assistant
also present.

● POCUS performed with

protocols used by all
providers;

● Patient & scan details

recorded;
● Sonosite mTurbo used;

● Doctors performing scans

included 12 specialists, 10
residents and 17 registrars.

● Cases included trauma,

abdo/ pelvic pain,
respiratory signs;

● Most common scans were

eFAST, cardiac, female pelvic
studies;

● POCUS changed diagnosis

or management in 29% of
cases;

● Rates of change increased

to 45% if patients had
multiple POCUS studies

performed.
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Table 4 (Continued).

Author (s);
Journal; Year;
Country

Study Types and
Relevant Aims

Population; Sample Method; Equipment;
Provider Training

Results

Roberts et al;
Circulation; 2014;
Australia38

Prospective cross-sectional
study:

● Define prevalence of RHD

in remote Indigenous
children;

● Compare echo findings

with non-indigenous
children in the same region.

● Performed in Northern &
Central Australia;

● 5237 scans performed,

with 4999 included in the
study;

● High-risk cohort included

Indigenous children in
remote areas;

● Low-risk cohort from local

cities with above average
socio-economic status.

● Basic demographic details
obtained and abbreviated

echo protocol used on GE

Vivid e/I US machines;
● If any abnormality, a more

intensive echo performed;

● Scans reported blindly by
cardiologists;

● Experienced cardiac

sonographers performed
echoes.

● Of 3946 high-risk children,
34 met WHF criteria for

definite RHD with

prevalence of 86/1000;
● 66 were borderline RHD,

with prevalence of 167/

1000;
● Of 1053 low-risk children,

none met the criteria for

definite RHD, and 5 for
borderline RHD.

Singh et al; J Amer
Soc of Echo; 2013;
India39

Prospective cross-sectional
study:

● Assess feasibility of

focused echo studies with
long-distance assessment of

images for patients with

cardiovascular disease.

● Performed in a remote
rural community in northern

India;

● Patients recruited for study
if symptomatic;

● 1021 US exams

interpreted.

● Protocol driven
echocardiographic studies

performed and uploaded to

web-based platform for
remote interpretation;

● GE Vscan & Vivid I/Q US

used;
● Volunteer expert

sonographers.

● Median time to
interpretation was 11:44

hours;

● 207 scans (20.3%) had
minor and 170 (16.7%)

major abnormalities.

Smith et al; South
African Med J;
2010; South
Africa6

Prospective observational

Study:

● Assess use and accuracy of
an existing US machine for

FAST scanning in an

emergency department
(ED).

● Performed in rural

KwaZulu-Natal, Nqwelezane

Hospital;
● 72 scans included;

● Included blunt or

penetrating thoracic or
abdominal trauma, if

a trained doctor was

available.

● FAST scan performed, with

findings confirmed by either

CT or laparotomy;
● Aloka SSD 500 B-scan

machine;

● Three ED doctors
accredited for FAST

performed the scans.

● 72 FAST scans, 52 for

blunt and 20 for penetrating

trauma;
● 20.8% were positive;

● FAST had 100% specificity

and overall sensitivity =
71.4%;

● 81.3% sensitivity for blunt,

and 62.5% for penetrating
injuries.

Umuhire et al; US
J; 2019; Rwanda48

Prospective cross-sectional
observational study:

● Determine proportion of

acute dyspnoea cases where
US changed the diagnosis;

● Determines if multi-organ

US improve accuracy and
confidence in dyspnoea.

● Performed at University
Teaching Hospital of Kigali;

● Patients presenting to the

ED with breathlessness;
● 100 patients scanned, 99

used in final results.

● Physical examination
performed;

● Another doctor performed

Heart, IVC, Lungs, FASH &
DVT US, with SonoSite

M-Turbo US machine;

● Lead ‘sonographer’ had
received US training, was

enrolled in US fellowship and

had passed ultrasound clinical
skills assessment.

● Most common diagnoses
were acute decompensated

heart failure (26.3%) and

pneumonia (21.2%);
● US altered diagnosis in

66% of cases;

● Physician diagnostic
accuracy increased from

34.7% to 88.8%;

● Mean diagnostic
confidence increased from

3.5 to 4.7 (Likert).
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Significantly, the authors of that study concluded that POCUS had the potential to avoid an estimated 6.3% of maternal
and 14.6% of neonatal deaths.42

Outcomes Measures
The results of each study in terms of various outcome measures are shown in the far-right column of Table 4. In several
descriptive studies, the outcome was reported simply in terms of the types of examinations performed. Other studies
reported the sensitivity and specificity of POCUS compared to other diagnostic examinations, such as auscultation,36

CT,43,44 specialist consultation and surgery.45 Several studies reported comparisons between different types of ultrasound
equipment, such as hand-held (HAND) compared to standard mobile units (STAND) or between portable units and
conventional ultrasound performed by sonographers or other experts.

Overall, there were conclusive benefits from the use of POCUS in a variety of clinical contexts. In the ED, it has been
found that focussed assessment with sonography in trauma (FAST) had 81% sensitivity for detection of free intra-
abdominal fluid in blunt trauma and 63% sensitivity in penetrating injuries, while the specificity was 100%.6 Also in the
ED setting, Amatya et al43 concluded that lung ultrasound had a better sensitivity and specificity than plain chest
radiographs, while in the studies by Chavez et al41 lung ultrasound performed by GPs using a standardised protocol had
70% sensitivity and 60% specificity.

Changes to patient management pathways was also used as an outcome measure in some studies,29,44–49 as
confirmation or a change in diagnosis has potential to alter treatment and disposition of patients. Again, the findings
of the individual studies are given in Table 4; however, it was found that POCUS contributed to diagnosis and
management in as much as 87%32 or changed the final disposition of patients in up to 65% of cases.44

Various methods were used to assess the quality and accuracy of examinations and in most studies (17/23) images
were assessed by experts. In other studies, such as that by Pontet et al.31 POCUS was performed to monitor ventilated
patients in ICU, with scans performed by an intensive care physician, so diagnosis and image quality were less relevant,
with the emphasis instead on changes in patient condition in comparison to initial imaging on admission to ICU. The
expertise in several studies involved follow-up scans performed by sonographers using more sophisticated ultrasound

Table 4 (Continued).

Author (s);
Journal; Year;
Country

Study Types and
Relevant Aims

Population; Sample Method; Equipment;
Provider Training

Results

Zanatta et al;
Emerg Care J;
2015; Italy49

Cross sectional
observational study:

● Evaluate role of Critical

Care Ultrasound (CCUS) on
diagnostic and therapeutic

procedures in the

emergency department.

● Cazzavillan Hospital,
Arzignano;

● 241 patients scanned;

● Patients presenting with:
shock, cardiac arrest,

dyspnoea, non-traumatic

chest pain, abdominal pain,
abdominal or chest trauma,

and suspected DVT.

● Initial clinical assessment
then POCUS performed by

the same physician;

● Esaote MyLab 30 US
machine;

● Operators were certified

emergency physicians who
had completed competency

training for Ultrasound in Life

Support.

● Final diagnosis compared
with CCUS vs clinical

assessment was respectively

(P=0.014):
◦ dyspnea - 82.5% vs 49.1%;

◦ thoracic pain - 71.9% vs

40.6%;
◦ abdominal pain - 76.2% vs

45%;

◦ suspected DVT - 80.0% vs
43.6%;

◦ shock - 80.0% vs 20%.

● eFAST correctly ruled out
trauma complications in

81.1%.

Abbreviations: CXR, Chest X-ray; CT, Computed Tomography; DVT, Deep Vein Thrombosis; Dx, Diagnosis; ED, Emergency Department; (e) FAST, (extended) Focussed
Assessment with Sonography in Trauma; FASH, Focussed Assessment with Sonography for HIV-associated tuberculosis; GP, General Practitioner; HAND, Hand-held US unit;
IVC/JVP, Inferior Vena Cava/Jugular Venous Pulse; MSK/ST, Musculoskeletal/Soft Tissue; STAND, Portable US unit; Tx, Treatment; US, Ultrasound; WHF, World Heart
Foundation; WHO, World Health Organisation.
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equipment, which common in the screening studies, and interpretation of images by expert trainers, clinical specialists or
sonologists. Nixon et al32 used experts to evaluate diagnostic image quality and according to those experts the rural
generalist doctors who performed the POCUS examinations correctly interpreted 90% of the images compared with
formal imaging or the final diagnosis.

Discussion
The aim of this review was to investigate the use of portable ultrasound imaging devices in under-resourced healthcare
contexts, particular where comparisons may be drawn to rural and remote healthcare settings in Australia, the country of
origin of the review. The study was motivated by, firstly, a perception that the use of ultrasound performed by non-
sonographers has proliferated in recent times and, secondly, that ultrasound has potential to appreciably increase
diagnostic capabilities in locations where service access and availability is limited and, thus, improve patient outcomes.
In fact, only one of the studies included in this review was performed in Australia,38 although others were performed in
other developed countries. Most of the studies were performed in under-resourced settings in developing countries. The
challenges facing low-resource settings in healthcare transcend country borders, however, with accessibility and resource
constraints being a general limitation to health outcomes for populations in poorly resourced regions of the world.50 The
lack of evidence for the use of POCUS in rural and remote Australia may be reflective of a lack of research in this field,
rather than a lack of the use of ultrasound in diagnosis. It is, therefore, suggested that future research should explore
questions related to the use the POCUS in rural and remote areas of Australia and other developed countries, in order to
fill the apparent gap in the literature.

As in Figure 2, a wide variety of ultrasound examination types are performed using POCUS in the settings included
in this review, often using prescribed protocols and targeting particular conditions. Cardiac examinations were the most
common, particular echocardiographic screening studies, although cardiac scans were also performed emergency
departments for various patient presentations. Screening studies were mainly performed in developing countries, with
examinations performed by non-expert operators, and were aimed at early detection of cardiac abnormalities in school
children, generally using a focused scanning protocol to detect morphological and physiological changes related to

Figure 2 Barchart showing the range of ultrasound examination types and the number of articles in this systematic review that included each type of examination.
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rheumatic heart disease.51 One of the echocardiographic screening studies was performed in Australia, confirming
health disparities between the at risk young Indigenous population and a non-Indigenous urban population.38 Another
screening study performed in a developed country involved scans performed in a GP clinic in rural Canada by
appropriately trained health professionals and intended to confirm or exclude abdominal aortic aneurysms in an older
adult population.33 These screening studies and the use of limited, focused scanning protocols demonstrated the
potential use of POCUS as a tool for early detection of disease, thus avoiding late-stage diagnosis, a recognised
problem in rural areas where access is limited, though principally in relation to cancer diagnosis rather than other
conditions.52

Other than cardiac examinations, lung ultrasound and FAST or eFAST scans were also common in emergency
departments, in particular for confirming or excluding the presence of lung consolidation and intrathoracic or intra-
abdominal fluid collections, particularly in trauma management.53 The evidence supports the use of POCUS in
emergency departments to increase confidence in the diagnosis, expedite treatment, to better target patient disposition
for definitive care, and for better allocation of resources. Similarly, in other critical care settings, such as in the ICU, the
use of ultrasound as a monitoring tool can improve patient outcomes and overall resource allocation.31 Though
performed in metropolitan ICUs, other studies support the finding that POCUS has important applications in monitoring,
diagnosis and procedural guidance in critical care.54

Ultrasound technology is evolving rapidly, including increasingly sophisticated telemedicine applications17,18,55 and
the use of artificial intelligence (AI) and automated machine learning.56 These new applications include real-time, remote
image guidance and volume sweep imaging (VSI),19,57,58 with standardisation of scanning protocols and
measurements.59,60 Such technological advances, together with wider availability of low cost, hand-held ultrasound
equipment, promise to increase the access to ultrasound for a variety of non-expert users.61,62 The advances may be of
benefit in low-resource, rural and remote health care settings,19 provided high quality of examinations and standards of
care are assured.

While in some of the studies included in this review expert sonographers performed the examinations, in many of the
studies the operators performing the scans were non-sonographers who had undergone training in a particular examina-
tion type and were following a given protocol. In several cases, those operators were working beyond their traditional
health professional scope of practice, which may be a way to bridge the gap in low resource settings, where ultrasound
services provided by a sonographer may be unavailable. This raises issues about the perceived need to clearly defined
practice roles and boundaries, as acknowledged in the cases of other extended scope of practice roles.63 Patient safety is
of paramount importance and, while ultrasound is a safe imaging modality with no known adverse effects, unless high
exposure levels occur,64 diagnostic accuracy is still an important consideration.

Studies included in this review used various means to ensure the quality of the examinations was adequate for
diagnosis, such as training regimens, adherence to protocols, or having guidance by expert trainers or other senior health
professionals. Nevertheless, a variety of problems can occur if regular equipment maintenance and quality control testing
is not carried out, which can compromise diagnostic accuracy.7 In some studies, particularly screening studies, a second
examination was performed by an experienced sonographer on a standard ultrasound device to confirm the diagnosis and
ensure optimum quality images were produced. Previously published review articles have found that legal actions related
to the use of POCUS had only been brought against emergency physicians where they had failed to perform an
ultrasound examination that was within scope in a timely manner.65,66 No legal actions related to malpractice or
misdiagnosis when using POCUS were found in this review.

This review has found that portable ultrasound has a wide range of uses in rural and remote, low-resource settings. In
the studies reviewed, POCUS was performed a range of health care settings, including emergency departments, GP
clinics, schools, a helicopters retrieval service, and in the medical station at a music festival, demonstrating the versatility
and flexibility of the equipment used. Patient outcomes across the studies were generally improved, with clinical
information gained through early diagnosis of conditions in emergency care or screening studies. It is concluded that,
in locations where there is limited access to diagnostic ultrasound examinations performed by sonographers or medical
specialists, the use of limited ultrasound examinations performed by non-sonographers on small portable machines,
including hand-held devices, has potential to improve diagnostic accuracy and patient care, as well as the overall health
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outcomes of under-resourced communities, including in rural and remote areas of Australia and other developed
countries.

While non-sonographer ultrasound performed on small portable units is prevalent in many high-resource, urban
healthcare settings, anecdotally, its use in low-resource settings in Australia is less common. Its increased use may be
a step toward better healthcare equity of access between urban and rural populations. This may be increasingly the case
as the technology continues to advance; however, this progress must be accompanied by some caveats in order to ensure
that rural communities are not exposed to poor practice. Primarily, it is recommended that limited ultrasound practice is
specific to certain examination types that are relevant to community needs, and that the education and training programs
are of high quality. Practice should be regularly monitored, with practitioners required to undertake recurrent assessment
of their competency to perform ultrasound, as well as regular quality control monitoring of equipment and image quality.
If such measures are in place, POCUS may become a key component of diagnosis in rural healthcare.

Strengths and Limitations of This Review
Though this review has shed light on the widespread use of POCUS in under-resourced health care settings and the wide
range of examination types performed, a large number of the studies lacked consistency and reliability in terms of the
outcome variables evaluated. While comprehensive, the lack of consistency in study type did not lend itself to a more
detailed meta-analysis. Overall, the quality of the studies extracted was low, as indicated in the risk of bias table. There
were only two studies fitting the inclusion criteria that involved some form of randomisation. Self-reporting of outcome
measures was common and there was minimal blinding of participants, as blinding is not possible when the physicians
assessing patients clinically were themselves performing the ultrasound examinations. On the issue of self-reporting the
authors of one of the studies commented that their research would ‘be expected to underestimate the actual impact of
POCUS’, as the providers were likely to be influenced by “pre-ultrasound diagnostic impression consistent with
ultrasound findings”.45 In another study, the authors acknowledged that because the physicians knew that research was
underway, they may have been inclined to respond favourable about the diagnostic value of the ultrasound
examinations.47

A key strength of this review, however, is the depth of the searches, with articles extracted across seven databases, as
well as being sourced through bibliographical and grey literature searches. This provides certainty about the scope of the
search strategy and is beyond the search parameters used in other literature reviews found on related topics. It should also
be noted, however, that only studies reported in English language were included in the review so some relevant studies
published in other languages may have overlooked.

Conclusions
Very little research was found about the use of POCUS that was directly relevant to the Australian rural and remote
healthcare experience, necessitating extrapolation of the findings of studies performed in other countries and locations
where the health system is under-resourced. The variety of papers found from across the world indicates the vast array of
settings in which portable ultrasound is used, and the reported improvements to patient management and health outcomes
as a result of the implementation of POCUS. Although there are various studies demonstrating the accessibility, utility
and importance of POCUS in low-resource settings, there is a need for more high-quality research to investigate both the
benefits and risks of this valuable diagnostic tool. In rural and remote locations in Australia, as well as in other countries
where distance from mainstream health services is a serious problem, technological developments have potential to
lessen the negative impact of some healthcare access and availability issues. It is highly probable that technology will
evolve even further and that small portable and hand-held ultrasound units will be available for use by an increasingly
wide variety of users. Practitioners may be encouraged to adopt innovative technological solutions; however, imple-
mentation should be informed by sound research evidence.
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